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 Brazil 
Brazil is both a country in South America, and a 1985 
movie by Monty Python’s Terry Gilliam about a dystopi-
an world run by a bureaucratic, totalitarian government. 
The evil of the government is driven not so much by 
cruelty as by bureaucratic incompetence, carelessness,  
and blatant corruption, 

much of which is played for laughs. Rules such as a requirement to have only trained 
and certified air conditioning mechanics repair household AC systems, get taken to the 
extreme. AC systems are never actually repaired unless by renegade air conditioning 
specialists who are accused as terrorists for doing so. These specialists are threatened 
with execution if caught. Then after two government AC inspectors actually come into 
the apartment in the story, and find the system working, they vandalize the apartment 
and drive out the owner, taking the apartment for their own.  

Brazil, the country, is an exotic paradise. It narrowly elected as president, an economist and longtime civil servant back 
in 2010. She, at one time though had a 79% approval rating, and passed many social and political reforms, notably in-
cluding the Brazilian Anti-Corruption Act. However, shortly after passing that, the radio talk show host turned Speaker of 
the lower house orchestrated a media campaign making allegations of bribery against the president and almost every 
member her Workers Party forcing through long, public investigations. These press releases and public speeches result-
ed in protests against the government led by his political supporters and the president’s impeachment by the lower 
house, but zero convictions of anyone. (International press still portrays her as corrupt due to the success of this cam-
paign.) The speaker, himself, was arrested a year later, his $60 million in bribes confiscated, and he has been sentenced 
to 15 years in prison. Now the people mistrust both the left and right and so a third party won election in 2018. The cur-
rent Brazilian president, Bolsonaro, is a right wing populist nationalist called "the most misogynistic, hateful elected offi-
cial in the democratic world." He has encouraged squatters to kill the indigenous population and burn the rain forests. He 
has dismissed the coronavirus as “a little flu”. He’s fought with and fired his health minister for correcting his misinfor-
mation on the virus. He’s refused, even at this point, to have a nationwide lockdown. Unsurprisingly, Brazil’s coronavirus 
epidemic has shot up recently to the second highest number of cases and third highest deaths while falling to the 129th 
country in number of tests per million for their population as other countries have taken the disease more seriously. Was 
Brazil always destined to become a dystopian exotic paradise? I’ll look back at what it was like during the Model A Era. 

Fordlândia 
Brazil with Michael Palin is a travel documentary by another Monty Python 
actor. In the second episode, Palin travels to the remains of Henry Ford’s 
Fordlândia, a typical American village built in the late twenties in a Ford-
owned rubber tree plantation of 5,500 square miles on the east banks of 
the Tapajós river in the middle of the vast Amazon jungle. 

Ford had 1.9 million rubber trees planted there in an attempt to elude the 
British monopoly over the supply of Southeast Asian rubber. None of 
Ford's managers had the requisite knowledge of tropical agriculture, how-
ever. In the wild, rubber trees grow apart from each other as a protection 
against plagues and diseases, often encircling bigger trees for support. In Fordlândia, however, the trees were planted 
close together, without supporting trees, for quick harvest, making them easy prey for tree blight, sauva ants, lace bugs, 
red spiders, and leaf caterpillars 

In 1928, because of the lack of roads and local supplies, the Ford Company sent two merchant ships – Lake Ormoc and 
Lake Farge –  up the Amazon, loaded with equipment and furnishings ranging from door knobs to the town's water tow-
er. The town had a strict set of rules imposed by the managers. Alcohol, single women, tobacco and even football were 
forbidden within the town, including inside the workers' own homes. Inspectors would go from house to house to enforce 
these rules. The inhabitants circumvented these prohibitions by paddling out to merchant riverboats moored beyond 
town jurisdiction, often hiding contraband goods inside fruits like watermelons. A small settlement was established 
5 miles upstream on the "Island of Innocence" with bars, nightclubs and brothels.       Continued. 

 

https://www.google.com/url?sa=i&url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.youtube.com%2Fwatch%3Fv%3DVRfoIyx8KfU&psig=AOvVaw0brPeK-scIlUR2G3qzOKig&ust=1591552706164000&source=images&cd=vfe&ved=0CAIQjRxqFwoTCPDuwJPi7ekCFQAAAAAdAAAAABAd


Fordlândia—Continued 
The town had a hospital, school, library, and hotel. For the managers 
and their families, it also had a swimming pool, a playground, and a 
golf course. The workers on the plantations were given unfamiliar food, 
such as hamburgers and canned food, and forced to live in American-
style housing. Most disliked the way they were treated – spied on, re-
quired to wear ID badges, and work through the middle of the day un-
der the tropical sun – and would often refuse to work. 

In 1930, the workers grew tired of the American food and revolted in 
the town's cafeteria. This became known as the Breaking Pans Revolt 
(Portuguese: Quebra-Panelas). The rebels proceeded to cut the tele-
graph wires and chased away the managers and the town's cook into 
the jungle for a few days until the Brazilian Army arrived and the revolt 
ended. Agreements were then made on the type of food the workers 
would be served. 

The government of Brazil was suspicious of any foreign investments, particularly in the northern Amazonian frontier, and 
simply took Ford’s money and offered little help. An epidemic soon devastated the rubber trees and Fordlândia was 
abandoned in 1933. The decision was made to relocate most of the workers downstream to Belterra, 25 miles south of 
the city of Santarém, where better conditions to grow rubber existed.  

By 1945, synthetic rubber had been developed, reducing world demand 
for natural rubber. Ford's investment opportunity dried up overnight 
without producing any rubber for Ford's tires, and the second town was 
also abandoned. In 1945, Henry Ford's grandson Henry Ford II sold the 
area comprising both towns back to the Brazilian government for a loss 
of over $20 million (equivalent to $284 million in 2019). 

Ford shipped its first car to Brazil in 1904, and established its first     
assembly plant in Sao Paulo in 1919.  It is estimated that the entire 
country had only 24,000 cars by 1920 and 1000 trucks. Chevrolet built 
the first manufacturing plant in Brazil in 1926, but Ford didn’t manufac-
ture in Brazil until 1957. One would assume Model A’s were not as pop-
ular as cars from other manufacturers at that time. The photo above, from the Ford Brazil website, identifies the car as a 
1926 Model T. It also identifies it as the car restored by the Postal Museum in Brasilia, however, the vehicle on display 
there is a 1928-29 phaeton.  

Leo Carrillo’s First Movie 
Hopefully, someday I’ll be able to write an article about Leo Carrillo’s Ger-
man shepherd from the 1920s—General Pershing—which I have nothing 
about. This is a photo of Carrillo and “Pancho”-his dog in the 1950s.  Or 
alternatively about his long time valet, Wong Wing, who I have quite a bit 
on, but I haven’t been able to prove if he was real or one of Carrillo’s im-
personations he gave for laughs. Carrillo was quite a practical joker I    
understand, and had a talent for self-publicity.  

So, when research gives you zeroes, and your deadline comes and goes, you roll the dice.. Or you roll some-
thing: in this case, a reel of film. While Henry was building Model Ts, Leo Carrillo was living in Freeport, New 
York and acting on Broadway.  He’d been working towards becoming a cartoonist in San Francisco with the 

Examiner when he made his first stage appearance at an amateur benefit. Then when 
an act on the Orpheum Circuit didn’t show up, Leo filled in and was a hit. His ability to 
mimic and to use dialects convincingly made him popular, especially in comedies, but, to 
be honest, he was never overly handsome, so he was not in high demand in silent mov-
ies. He never made one. But, then, Henry designed the A and the rest is history. 

OK, it wasn’t Ford. When the Vitaphone Corporation started producing talkies, they went 
right after Carrillo. On May 6, 1927 they premiered a one realer of “Leo Carrillo, the Ital-
ian Humorist” in At the Ball Game. Just ten minutes long, it was a clever monologue set 
at the entrance to Yankee Stadium. Additional information about the plot and copies of 
the film have unfortunately been lost. We know that Carrillo was paid $2,500 for this one 
work, the distribution copies were 35 mm, and Warner Brothers was still making it availa-
ble two years later, so they seemed to believe in him, but after their contract for three 
films was fulfilled, Carrillo took the opportunity to tour Australia and New Zealand.  


